With a lifetime of experience in automobile restoration, Wayne Carini has a
resume that includes body and paint work
on rare car collections owned by David
Letterman, tennis great Ivan Lendl, and
the DuPont family. He has been featured
in the New York Times as well as numerous automobile magazines and is the
host of Chasing Classic Cars, on Velocity.
Wayne’s zeal for cars began as a child,
working alongside his father on Duesenbergs, Lincolns, Packards, and Model A
Fords. At the age of nine, he went for
his first ride in a 1960 Ferrari Rosso
Chiaro 250 SWB, and his life was forever
changed. He was bitten by the Ferrari
bug. Automobiles have been his passion
and life’s work ever since.
When he is not traveling the world
chasing cars, Wayne enjoys spending
time with his family in the log home
he built over 40 years ago in rural
Connecticut, and working on his new
dream, Carini Vineyards on the farm
the family just purchased. The family
loves to take summer afternoon rides
in their 1927 Bentley Touring Car.
Wayne’s youngest daughter who was
diagnosed with autism at an early age
especially enjoys “going fast.” Wayne is
an avid supporter of autism awareness
and research organizations and helps
organize and sponsor car events
benefiting children and adults with
autism.

Industrial Quality for
Your Shop

Kaeser Compressors, Inc. is a global provider of superior commercial and
industrial compressed air systems. Our innovative technologies provide end
users with the right air system for their specific needs and application. Product
lines include stationary and portable compressors, blowers, vacuum pumps,
and an entire line of air treatment and system controls.

AIRCENTER Series
5 to 20 hp

Airtower Series
5 to 7.5 hp

If you are like most air compressor owners, you need a reliable source
of clean, dry air that you do not have to think about on a daily basis. You
have enough to do without designing and then installing a new compressed
air system. To help keep things simple, Kaeser offers the Airtower and
AIRCENTER, affordable but rugged rotary screw compressors for light
industrial and commercial applications from 5 to 20 hp.
We combine the reliability, energy efficiency and easy-to-service design of our
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industrial rotary screw compressors with a storage tank and dryer. Airtowers
and AIRCENTERS are completely assembled and their compact design saves
you precious floor space. They arrive ready for installation, saving you a lot
time and expense. The small footprint and super-quiet operation let you place
the system almost anywhere.
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